Third Party Warehouse API

Outsource Warehouse
Operations


SEAMLESSLY INTEGRATES 3PL’S WITH ACUMATICA ERP
Written in the xRP Framework, this module comprehensively interfaces Acumatica to
warehouse management software packages. Net, from an ERP perspective, 3PL
warehouse(s) interact as an Acumatica warehouse. Sophisticated web services direct
orders to the correct warehouse, maintain inventory count, confirm ship method/carrier
and update both tracking information and accounting.
Supports Multiple 3PL’s



 Protocol Independent. Supports RESTful, SOAP, WSDL, EDI, XMLRPC, or any
new communication technologies.
 Configuration Toolset: Auto-syncs orders to the correct warehouse for fulfillment
per various criteria including location, product, customer, etc.
Extends eCommerce Edition for Hands Free “Book-to-Bill”



 Workflow Enabled. Customer Orders initiated in Web Site shopping carts flow
“hands free” to 3PL for fulfillment, inventory and GL update.
 Notification Enabled. Use Acumatica to email tracking numbers to customers and
update the website similarly.
Supports Multiple Order Types and Maintains Accurate Inventory Counts
 Returns. Including RMA’s, Returns for Replacement and Returns for Credit and
(the difficult to manage) “Undeliverables.”
 Inventory Control. Treats 3PLs as another Acumatica warehouse with real-time
updates associated with receipts, transfers and shipments.
Written in the Acumatica xRP Platform/Framework (Microsoft .NET and Visual
Studio)

The Acumatica platform provides
a cost effective means for growth
without additional personnel.
Protocol Independency provides
flexibility to choose the “right” 3PL
partner.

Penetrate New Markets


Expand geographically without
assuming local payroll burdens.
Viable option for International
operations.

Respond to Rapid/Same Day
Delivery Demands




Challenged by Amazon next day
delivery? Fulfillment requests
may be transmitted on demand to
3PL.
Supports all the shipping options
in Acumatica provided by the 3PL
for improved customer service.

Focus on Corporate Strengths



Outsource both Manufacturing
and Warehousing.
Focus on Design and Inventory
Management, Replenishment.

 100% Acumatica. Seamless to the application and database.
 Compatible with Acumatica Version/Build Upgrades: Written in xRP Framework
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Example Screen Shots

THE ACUMATICA ERP
DIFFERENCE
Acumatica delivers a full suite of
integrated business management
applications unlike any other ERP
solution on the market today.

STREAMLINE OPERATIONS
Manage your business more
efficiently:





Automate processes
Control workflows
Access the system from
anywhere on any device—
including mobile
Promote collaboration with allinclusive user licensing

ADAPTABLE SOLUTION
Add and extend:





Deploy in-house or in a private or
public cloud
Easily configure your solution to
fit your needs
Add capabilities such as CRM or
data visualization at any time
Extend to other solutions and
applications beyond ERP

YOUR BUSINESS
ACCELERATED
Get a single version of the truth:




Accelerate business performance
and make smarter decisions with
automated processes, real-time
data collection, financial
analyses, and forecasting
No per user pricing – system
scales as your business grows
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